Classical Homeopathic Counseling
Ellen f. Bench, D.Hom, H.M.C.
Homeopathic Master Clinician

Application for
Homeopathic Treatment

Client Full Name: ____________________________________________________________________
If client is a minor, Parent/Guardian Full Name:
Address: __________________________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: _______________________________________________________________________
Phone:
(Home) ____________________________ (Cell) ____________________________
(Email) ______________________________________
*May we leave a message on a voice message system or email associated with the
indicated telephone number identifying Classical Homeopathic Counseling and our office
number?
Please mail your
(Y) or (N) Please Initial __________
Our policy is to protect and honor your privacy while facing today’s communication challenges
Date of Birth: __________________________________________
Occupation: ____________________________________________
Referred By: ____________________________________________
Have you ever had Homeopathic Treatment? (Y) or (N)

 History of significant
life events,
 Tree Drawing,
 Wish List,
 Ailments List, and a
 Current Photo
along with your
application.

If yes, what remedies have you tried?

Please list the reason(s) you are seeking treatment:
_______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
DECLARATION
I am willing to accept Homeopathic Treatment.
Date __________

Patient or Guardian Signature______________________________

*May we have your permission to share your case with Homeopathic study groups? (Y) or (N) Initial: _____

P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406) 777-5875
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Disclosures

You Need To Know...
• I am a Classical Homeopath, NOT a medical doctor.
• I use ALL NATURAL Homeopathic remedies, I DO NOT “practice” medicine.
• I use a remedy appropriate to the totality of symptoms that individually represent your complaints.
I DO NOT diagnose or name a disease.
• The AMA dictates that no alternative therapist may treat for a specific condition or ailment,
and may NOT prescribe medication or adjust medication.
• Homeopathic remedies are regulated by the FDA and are registered with the US Pharmacological Association.
Homeopathy is a complimentary, subtle therapy. The remedies are all natural and in a diluted form, which motivate the
body to heal itself.
Initials: _____________
Medical Problems
If you as a client have a medical problem and have not seen your medical doctor, I recommend you do so.
Homeopathic consultation should not be utilized as a substitute for medical examination, diagnosis or treatment.
Initials: _____________
Email and Scheduling
Contact me to check in, leave status or request a follow-up. Status may be e-mailed, but I will not respond by e-mail. It
is imperative that you schedule a time to connect for updated recommendations.
Initials:
Acknowledgment
Please initial each of the sections of this disclaimer and sign your name to acknowledge that you have read and
understand all of the above.
I acknowledge that I have read and understand all of the above information.
Signature: _______________________________________________ Date: ______________________________
Printed Name: _______________________________________________________________________________
Address: ________________________________________________Phone: (_____) _______________________
City: ________________________________________State: _____________________ Zip: __________________
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Policies, Fees and
Information

The initial consultation is the first step in your process of healing. I will listen and make a remedy selection to instigate a
healing process based on the totality of the dis-ease picture I see. A free follow-up will be scheduled to assess the action of
the remedy. I will make adjustments to the dose and/or frequency based on your response to your remedy. I recommend
three additional appointments over the next six months to facilitate the process and direction. The estimated cost should
be approximately $400 to $500 over that period, more or less, depending on the demands of your case management, and
remedies recommended for your individual needs. Most dis-ease pictures today are complicated and need skilled attention.
Emailing your status updates is free of charge. I love hearing from you and the office will file your status after I review it.
If you have questions or need attention, please call the office to get on the schedule, which provides time for my undivided
attention to your concerns.
I also want to take this opportunity to present my current policies:
 Initial Consultations are $360.00
 Your 2-6 week phone follow-up appointment is FREE OF CHARGE.
 Status Reports are FREE OF CHARGE and may be sent by email. Please do not email emergencies. Call the
office or dial 911.
 Additional case management range from $90.00 to $125.00, plus charges for any additional remedies.
 Payment is due at the time of service. We accept most major credit cards for your convenience.
 For verbal check-ins and status reports or to schedule an appointment, please call the office. Please explain details
of current symptoms, progress, concerns, etc. Messages are confidential.
 Consultations are by appointment during regular office hours in the Stevensville office at 406-777-5875.
 In-person appointments for out of state clients are scheduled through a local contact person. This contact will be
emailed prior to out-of-state visits.
 Classes of many kinds are available for you, your family, clubs, organizations or groups. A class list is available
upon request. We are happy to help you in any way we can.
 All remedy sales are final consistent with FDA policy. All items are guaranteed for quality, breakage or defect.
When you call the office, please be prepared to leave a message as we are often on the phone with clients.
Please leave your name and state, status, and the remedy you are using with your phone number (no caller ID on all
lines), so we can get back to you as soon as possible. Thank you.

I have read and understand this letter:
P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406) 777-5875
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ADULT CASES

Homeopathy seeks to treat the entire individual, rather than separate symptoms. To accomplish this,
we need a broad view of your life and the factors that have influenced your state of health. The
following materials help facilitate this. Please submit these materials with your application. Ellen will
refer to them during your initial consultation.

History of Significant Life Events
This is a simple narrative or list of the major life experiences that you feel make you who you
are, such as deaths, births, injuries and illnesses, surgeries, medication, allergic reactions, losses, bedwetting, disabilities, etc. Include anything you think may be significant to your current condition.

Tree Drawing
Make a sketch of a tree. It can be any kind of tree, drawn in any way you like, on a sheet of blank
paper. The way you think of a tree. Please don’t copy one out of the window. Make it your own.
Artistic skills aren’t necessary, and no one else will see it. This drawing serves as a way to get to know
you. Spend at least 10 minutes working on it, please.

Wish List

If you had 10 wishes for anything at all what would they be? Make a list of ten things you wish for,
your goals and dreams, big or small, practical or impossible.

List of Ailments

A list of ailments (such as insomnia or pain) should be on an additional list.

Current Photo

Homeopaths can tell a lot from your physical appearance. A current photo helps with deciding on
the right course of treatment. And, it’s easier for Ellen to put your face with your name! Any
detailed pictures of ailments (like a rash) are helpful as well. (Please, no cute baby or yearbook
pictures.)

CHILDREN’S CASES

Children are special. Our goal is to get as much information as needed to select a remedy as a tool to
create movement to a better state of health. Please include the following information with your
application to reduce the need to talk in front of the child and avoid embarrassing him or her, and
make the most of your time with Ellen.
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List of Significant Life Events
In list form, make a history of the life events of the child. Include medications and vaccinations
(and any negative reactions) fevers, traumas or injuries, and development of recurrent illness (for
example, frequent stomach aches, ear infections, or chest colds). Also, include milestones and events
important to the child that affect their well-being, such as weaning, moving to a new school, financial
instability, absence of a parent, etc.
Tree Drawing and Creative Writing
Ask your child (if old enough) to draw a tree on a plain piece of paper. Bring it with you. Having the
whole family do this is fun. Please do not let other children (or parents) direct this process. If an older
child has written a story or poem, bring that as well. If not, give a writing assignment: ask what animal
they would be and why, what their favorite color is and why, and their favorite food, too!
List Wish
If your child had 10 wishes for anything at all, what would they be? Children are so honest, this is
great! It varies from ending world hunger to a Nintendo! No coaching. There is no right answers, let
him or her do it uniquely.
Behaviors
List any behaviors you are concerned about, such as bed-wetting, thumb-sucking, bullying,
nightmares, fears, aggression, refusal to eat appropriate meals, etc.
Current Photo
Homeopaths can tell a lot from physical appearance. A current photo of your child helps with
deciding on the right course of treatment. And, it’s easier for Ellen to put a face with a name! Any
supplemental pictures of ailments like a rash or eczema, or big dark circles under their eyes are great,
too.
Remedies are empowerments to balance, clean up and repair whatever is possible with homeopathic tools. The remedies
are selected for each individual based on their unique circumstances. To facilitate this, the two-hour consultation consists
of two parts.
Part 1: Parents’ Interview
We’ll spend the first hour gathering history, sharing parental concerns and discussing behavioral
issues. The conversation may include the pregnancy period to identify trauma (like a car accident,
financial struggles, or contemplation of divorce) or medications that may have been taken. Birth
trauma (suction, vacuum, cord around the neck, mother hemorrhaging, etc.) should also be disclosed.
These issues may contribute to ADD, anxiety, or any other issue at hand, even if not obviously
connected.
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Part 2: Child Interview
Engaging in dialogue with a child can be fun and a learning experience for the parent and the
homeopath! It does not have to be stressful. The goal is to get to know the child’s struggles and
strengths as they may see it. We want to discover what is true for them (broccoli may be yucky for
them, even if you like it). Parents are commonly amazed at the depth and perceptions of children.
For children who are old enough, consider letting them speak for that 2nd hour, as much as they are
comfortable.
Observation is a significant part of this process. Meeting alone with your child and the homeopath is
ideal for best observation. Consultations during a house-call or in a group setting may deliver
inadequate information. (It is a challenge to document subtle observations in a group of 4, 5 or 10
family members!) Additional time may be required to avoid dismissing any issues not obvious in a
group or family meeting. Establishment of a case file, symptom data and follow up is recommended
for the best management and results, so let’s work together to schedule adequate time on the calendar
for each individual case.
Communication
Remember, to accomplish this progression, communication is necessary. Record your status and
check in with us. Wonderful results can be obtained and maintained as we work together.
Homeopathic remedies enable wonderful relief of mental, spiritual and physical complaints. Please
feel free to ask about the totality of relief a remedy is capable of facilitating. Communication is
required for a smoothe transition towards our goal of balance. Please feel free to discuss your
questions or status, or to obtain client referrals.
“Aggravations”
A special note about “dis-ease”: symptoms start at the surface and progress inward (with suppression
or mistreatment), from the least important organ to the next most important, and so on, whereas the
healing process takes place in the reverse order. As the remedy motivates the “dis-ease” toward the
surface, an aggravation sometimes occurs. These occasional aggravations are signs that the remedy is
acting. Misery or making symptoms worse before we are better are exaggerations and are not
necessary in the extreme. Instructions for softening any old symptoms are provided with compassion
while using homeopathic remedies to minimize an “aggravation”.
I look forward to making homeopathy a part of your family’s agenda for well-being.
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Homeopathic Classes
*Many Classes on DVD
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Learn About the Safest, Most Effective Alternative to Drugs and Chemical Treatments
Homeopathy is Fast Acting, Has No Known Side Effects, & is FDA Approved!
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Ellen Bench. Master Homeopathic Clinician of Stevensville, Montana teaches classes and is available for consultations. Those who have met with Ellen
know her love and enthusiasm for homeopathy and value her vast knowledge and expertise as an experienced and gifted teacher and homeopath. For more
information on classes in your area or to schedule a consultation, call the office (406-777-5875)
INTRODUCTION TO HOMEOPATHY – Here is a chance to find out about homeopathy; its history and principles; healing vs.
suppression; vitality vs. disease; how stress, environment, diet, genetic, predisposition, and vaccinations affect health and more.
Come and ask questions. Find answers for your concerns on any health issue! Meet a superb homeopath and excellent teacher.
Find out why homeopathy is considered by many to be truly life changing! ** Avail on DVD Live approx. 2.5hrs
FAMILY I CLASS – Introduction To Homeopathy For You and Your Family (popularly called the Family Class) covers the basics of
homeopathy plus Ellen discusses the top 48 remedies that she has put together in the Family Kit explaining their uses in the home
for emergency and acute situations that might arise. You’ll be amazed at the amount of interesting and practical information that you
will obtain in this six-hour live class. Better yet, you will be empowered to use homeopathy successfully for yourself and others.
(This class is prerequisite to the Next 40 Class and College Classes.) ** Avail. on DVD Live approx. 6 hrs..
FAMILY ll THE NEXT 40 CLASS – Learn how to use 40 additional remedies in the Advanced Kit. Ellen gives the mental/
emotional themes of these remedies plus practical uses for them. ** Avail on DVD Live approx. 6 hours.
HOMEOPATHIC CHILDREN IMMUNIZATION ALTERNATIVES – (HOMEOPATHIC PROPHYLAXIS) Learn about the
risks and consequences of vaccines and discover safe and effective homeopathic options. Discussion about potential protection
from infectious disease threats. Questions from you make each class unique. 3 hours. Live Discussion Only
HOMEOPATHY FOR PETS / LIVESTOCK – Ellen has a whole line of remedies and kits for use for animals. Your pets
and livestock can have the ill effects of their vaccines antidoted, can be given safe homeopathic alternative homeopathic prophylaxis,
can stay healthy with Pro Vitality and can have various problems solved with homeopathic remedies. ** Avail on DVD 1-3hours.
COLLEGE COURSES –Certificate and diploma courses begin at intermediate level after watching the first 4 DVD's or live classes.
Continue learning themes and uses of more remedies plus the principles necessary to understand potency, vital force, miasms, etc.
and how to take cases and make remedy selections. Case management, follow-ups are available in live cases. Modern text required.
DISEASE PREVENTION CLASS Learn about how to fortify weak or damaged organs or functions, including your genetic
predisposition, using 1x tonics mixed with remedies as effective tools to build and fortify. Very empowering! Class 1 is learning
tonics by organ function. Class 2 is an additional 5 hours learning 42 unique remedies by their organ affinity. Both classes; Disease
Prevention 1 (Tonics) and Disease Prevention 2 (Remedies) ** Avail on DVD approx. 4 hours each.

More Classes on DVD: Environmental detox, Pregnancy, Child Birth & Newborn and Pain & Sleep
For more information please call (406) 777-5875
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The initial consultation is the first step in your process of healing. I will listen and make a remedy selection to instigate a
healing process based on the totality of the dis-ease picture I see. A free follow-up will be scheduled to assess the action of
the remedy. I will make adjustments to the dose and/or frequency based on your response to your remedy. I recommend
three additional appointments over the next six months to facilitate the process and direction. The estimated cost should
be approximately $400 to $500 over that period, more or less, depending on the demands of your case management, and
remedies recommended for your individual needs. Most dis-ease pictures today are complicated and need skilled attention.
Emailing your status updates is free of charge. I love hearing from you and the office will file your status after I review it.
If you have questions or need attention, please call the office to get on the schedule, which provides time for my undivided
attention to your concerns.
I also want to take this opportunity to present my current policies:
 Initial Consultations are $360.00
 Your 2-6 week phone follow-up appointment is FREE OF CHARGE.
 Status Reports are FREE OF CHARGE and may be sent by email. Please do not email emergencies. Call the
office or dial 911.
 Additional case management range from $90.00 to $125.00, plus charges for any additional remedies.
 Payment is due at the time of service. We accept most major credit cards for your convenience.
 For verbal check-ins and status reports or to schedule an appointment, please call the office. Please explain details
of current symptoms, progress, concerns, etc. Messages are confidential.
 Consultations are by appointment during regular office hours in the Stevensville office at 406-777-5875.
 In-person appointments for out of state clients are scheduled through a local contact person. This contact will be
emailed prior to out of out of state visits.
 Classes of many kinds are available for you, your family, clubs, organizations or groups. A class list is available
upon request. We are happy to help you in any way we can.
 All remedy sales are final consistent with FDA policy. All items are guaranteed for quality, breakage or defect.
When you call the office, please be prepared to leave a message as we are often on the phone with clients.
Please leave your name and state, status, and the remedy you are using with your phone number (no caller ID on all
lines), so we can get back to you as soon as possible. Thank you.

Client Copy
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Welcome To
Homeopathy

Welcome to the wonderful world of homeopathy!
Homeopathy is unique. The remedies used are ultra-diluted natural substances,

which are safe, non-toxic, effective, fast acting, and have had no known side effects
for over 200 years. Remedies have FDA approval and have an established standard
for labeling and production (HPUS). As practitioners, we can teach our clients and
students about healing at greater levels than you may realize is possible - including
acute problems (like a broken leg, burn, or head injury), or chronic diseases (like
fibromyalgia, arthritis, anxiety, or jealously) without side effects. Homeopathy, as a
science and art, is founded on the use of ultra-diluted natural substances selected by
a matching of your disease symptoms and the medicinal value of the diluted natural
substance (like curing like) to stimulate movement out of a diseased or damaged
state. Homeopathic remedies are safe, non-toxic, FDA approved, and are effective
for all age groups including pregnant and nursing mothers.
Homeopathic ultra-diluted substances (which can be mapped on an electronic
imaging tool) act by creating stimuli, working similarly to the concept of instigating
your car to run. It sits outside with tires and gas, capable of function but sitting. You
use a spark (starter) to light the fuel and “va-voom” you are up and running. Now
you can drive in the direction you want to go until the fuel runs out. Remedies
stimulate the body/brain message center in a similar way by empowering action. If
we choose the correct stimuli (remedy), we can get you moving (such as out of pain
or the negative pathology you are stalled in). This same body/brain message center
sends messages for your heart to beat, to be angry, to have cramps with a period, to
digest your dinner, to urinate, to feel hunger, etc. Homeopathic remedies in ultradilution are recognized by your message center. We want your body to be
efficient, not stuck or broken. The remedies do not work in your belly like food,
herbs, or drugs. They provoke the body to move. Remedies are powerful tools.
They have been approved without recall for 200 years, (unlike drugs).
Homeopathy is popular and available worldwide. In the US homeopathy has been
hidden from you, as if pharmaceuticals (promoted on TV and with insurance
companies designating selective coverage) were your only option. Homeopathy has
also been proven effective as homeopathic prophylaxis (disease prevention).
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Medical doctors excel at emergency medicine, surgery, and diagnostics with great
tools like the MRI or ultrasounds and lab tests. What they do poorly is treatment with
drugs, which creates suppressions, which have dangerous side effects. This is where
homeopathy shines. You got diagnosed; now you have options outside of drugs. Look
to resolve, not suppress. Homeopathy is a great option. Look at the referrals section
of the handout and read the personal accounts of homeopathic results. Homeopathy
works well with other “alternative methods” like chiropractic, acupuncture, and a
great diet. All are aimed at balance vs. suppression.
I have 25 years of homeopathic experience. I do private consultations and teach all
levels of classes in multiple states and online for you, your family or community.
Classes include the use of remedies for acute ailments like a broken leg, burn, or head
injury. I also have a product line to replace common medications purchased over the
counter that have side effects, like anti-bacterial or anti-fungal, or cough suppressants,
and vaginal treatments. The goal of homeopathic products is to heal fast without side
effects. See our catalog and referrals.
I teach classes facilitating use of remedies for your pets or livestock for ranch and
dairy/commercial use. Remedies are organically qualified products. Effective and
safe disease protection (“Homeopathic Prophylaxis”) is a popular class. Theory and
study groups are ongoing at this time. If you are interested in becoming a
practitioner or adding homeopathy to a current credential, our advanced college
program is also available to you, (See CLINICAL HOMEOPATHIC COLLEGE
link). A schedule and listing is included in this packet. Classes will be available soon
online. Feel free to email your interest at any level.

Look for referrals on our website:
www.HomeopathyInformation.com
Your input is always welcome and encouraged. I appreciate your business and
interest in homeopathy and look forward to doing further business with you.

In Great Health,

Ellen F. Bench
P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406)-777-5875
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Masteractivity,
Clinician social
in Homeopathic
energy, spirit,

The Process of Cure
interaction, mood, alertness

• Increased Well-Being

E.g., in energy, spirit, activity, social interaction, mood, alertness.

• Signs of Physiological Resistance to Disease
Fever, vomiting, diarrhea, inflammatory response, discharges, etc.
• Homeopathic Aggravation
3-5 days after the remedy, an increase in one symptom or symptom-complex.
• Disappearance or Reduction of Symptoms of the Illness
• Return of Normal Behavior
Grooming, interaction, habits, personality characteristics
• Return of “Old” Symptoms
Usually ones that were suppressed by prior allopathic (drug) treatment (like old
strep which was treated by an antibiotic).
• An Episode of “Crisis”
Usually a repeat of a previously suppressed pattern
• Brief Return of Symptoms

3-4 weeks after remedy is administered. Let it "ghost" away and leave
you feeling improved overall
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Did You Know?

• All homeopathic remedies are included in the U.S. Pharmacopeia.
• There has never been a report of a side effect or recall of a proven homeopathic remedy.
• Current scientific tools continue to validate, not discount, homeopathic value.
• Homeopathy is practiced throughout the world. In the USA, over 50% of the population seeks
alternative medicine and homeopathy is practiced by physicians and accepted by the National Health
Service. In France, there are more than 800 homeopathic pharmacies with locations in most
neighborhoods. In India, there are 124 homeopathic medical colleges. There are three homeopathic
medical schools in Mexico. In the United States there are many accredited schools and homeopathy is
being added to naturopathic training as the application of homeopathy continues to be effective. In
Canada, homeopathy is used by the National Health Care system. Homeopathy is practiced in South
Africa and South America. Homeopathic remedies are commonly found in stores throughout the
world and is endorsed by the world health organizations
• The American Institute of Homeopathy (Homeopathic Medical Association) was established in 1844,
two years before the founding of the AMA, and still exists.
• The Homeopathic approach has withstood the “test of time” and has been used most successfully
for 200 years. Homeopaths were much more successful in prevention and healing in the 1830 Cholera
epidemic and the 1917 Influenza epidemic than allopathic physicians.
• There are two homeopathic competency boards in the U.S. which award diploma status: The
National Board of Homeopathy is dentistry for dentists and the American Board of Homeotherapeutics is for physicians.
• Homeopathic remedies can be more effective than analgesics (pain killers) and antibiotics and often
are more specific and faster acting without side effects or long-term suppressions.
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Decoding Those Labels

Homeopathic remedies come in a bewildering array of forms,
formulas and packages from many different manufacturers. If you
have been trying to unscramble the meaning of the various labels,
read on!! Some of our most frequently asked questions are discussed
here.

“Are these remedies regulated somehow?”
All homeopathic remedies are drugs within the meaning of the
United States of America Drug and Cosmetic Act and therefore are
subject to the applicable USFDA regulations for labeling. The
homeopathic world has its own official reference book(s), which
guides the preparation of homeopathic medicines. One of the most
widely accepted is the Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United
States, often abbreviated "HPUS". (Some companies add “HPUS”
after the remedy name on their labels, indicating that it was prepared
according to HPUS guidelines.) It establishes standard procedures
for the handling and preparation of the many varied substances used
to make the remedies. Remedies made by frequency devices are not
produced to this standard and do not have the same medicinal value.

“I can’t pronounce it so I’ll spell it for you.”
Most homeopathic remedies are known by their scientific or Latin
names. This ensures worldwide standard. A majority of the
remedies have 2 words in the name i.e., Arnica Montana. If you were
to ask for Calcarea, no one would know which remedy to give you
since there are more than ten different types! If your practitioner has
written the remedy he wants you to get, be sure you can read what he
has written and that the complete name of the remedy was given.
Every remedy available may be purchased from our pharmacy.
“What is the potency of a remedy? I see 6x or 30c on the label.

Which one is stronger?
Single remedies are labeled with the remedy name, followed by a
number and a letter, i.e.: Arnica Montana 30C or Phos Acid 6X. The
number indicates how many times the original preparation of the
substance has been diluted. The letter refers to the scale of dilution.
The “X” or decimal scale (X standing for the Roman numeral 10)
remedies have been diluted one part in ten. “C” scale is 1 part to
100. The more diluted the remedy, the stronger the remedy acts.
Using remedies as messages to your nervous system is different

P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406)-777-5875
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than vitamins and herbs, which are assimilated in your
belly. The more diluted the remedy, the more energetic,
meaning the action is both deeper and faster. Dilutions
make the remedy effective and non-toxi, yet act as a
strong instigator to heal.

6C means that the natural substance has
been diluted 1 part to 100 parts 6 times.
30C means that the natural substance has
been diluted 1 part to 100 parts 30 times.
200C means that the natural substance
has been diluted 1 part to 100 parts 200
times.
6C is used for more physical complaints and
needs to be repeated frequently, like a detox.
30C is used for both mental and physical
complaints and is much faster acting than
6C, meaning you need a lot less repetition.
Like
arthritis pain which keeps you from enjoying
life.
200C acts powerfully and forcefully mentally and
physically. It is great for more urgent situations
where fast acting is important and lasts longer in
your system. Like hysterical and weeping after
terrible bad news so you have composure or to bring
down a high fever. Also lasts long and deep like
healing anger, or correcting bad menstrual cycles for
years to come.
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What the potency designations do NOT mean...
If your remedy name has a 30C after it, the “C” does NOT
mean 30cc’s. Cc is the abbreviation for cubic centimeter, a
metric unit of volume. A remedy name followed by a 1M or
10M does NOT mean 1 milligram or 10 milligrams. Milligram
(mg) is a metric unit of weight (mass).

will fit on a label? They can't! They must pick a
common use. Don't let the label worry you...study
your Materia Medica for the rest of the story and
the width of healing with one remedy.

“How many milligrams of Ferrum Phos (Iron
Phosphate) are in a 6X dose?”

“The expiration date on my vial of
remedy is 02/12. What does that mean?
Has it expired?”

Although Ferrum Phos 6X may help your system assimilate an
iron supplement it does not contain a supplemental quantity.
All 6X remedies have been diluted and shaken six times. The
quantity of Ferrum Phos in the finished remedy is much less
than a milligram. In fact, beyond the 12C potency there is no
molecule of the original substance left. Yet the remedies are
highly effective. This is one of the miracles of homeopathy.

“My vial of Hypericum Perfoliatum 200C is
labeled for “toe & finger pain” but my doctor
prescribed it for my depression! Do I have the
wrong remedy?”
Because remedies are known to be effective, the FDA asked
for an indication of a common use for each remedy. The
FDA states that the label must contain “a statement of the
conditions, purposes or symptoms and/or indications for
which the drug is intended.” A glance into your Materia
Medica will show that it takes almost five pages to describe all
the things Hypericum is good for. How can the
manufacturers condense this all into two or three words that

P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406)-777-5875
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Some companies put only the month and year of
expiration. In this example the expiration would be
February 2012. Some companies have no
expiration date at all. It is considered that
homeopathic remedies, handled properly, can be
effective indefinitely if stored properly in glass vials.

“Should I take 3 pills, 3 times a day like
the bottle says?”... Remedies are messages.
One sends a message. Three is a waste of money if
one does the job. One 3 times in a row – "come
on, get going, and keep moving" is the effect of 3
in a row versus 3 at one time, which is one
message.
Bibliography:
Homeopathic Pharmacopoeia of the United States (1996)
Vitoulkas, G., The Science of Homeopathy, (1980)
Ellen Bench D.Hom HMC clinical experience!!
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Homeopathic Classes
4

Learn About the Safest, Most Effective Alternative to Drugs and Chemical Treatments
Homeopathy is Fast Acting, Has No Known Side Effects, & is FDA Approved!
Ellen Bench. Master Homeopathic Clinician of Stevensville, Montana teaches classes and is available for consultations. Those who have met with Ellen
know her love and enthusiasm for homeopathy and value her vast knowledge and expertise as an experienced and gifted teacher and homeopath. For more
information on classes in your area or to schedule a consultation, call the office (406-777-5875)
INTRODUCTION TO HOMEOPATHY – Here is a chance to find out about homeopathy; its history and principles; healing
vs. suppression; vitality vs. disease; how stress, environment, diet, genetic, predisposition, and vaccinations affect health and more.
Come and ask questions. Find answers for your concerns on any health issue! Meet a superb homeopath and excellent teacher.
Find out why homeopathy is considered by many to be truly life changing! **Avail. On DVD live approx. 6 hrs.
FAMILY I CLASS – Introduction To Homeopathy For You and Your Family (popularly called the Family Class) covers the
basics of homeopathy plus Ellen discusses the top 48 remedies that she has put together in the Family Kit explaining their uses in
the home for emergency and acute situations that might arise. You’ll be amazed at the amount of interesting and practical
information that you will obtain in their six-hour class. Better yet, you will be empowered to use homeopathy successfully for
yourself and others. (This class is prerequisite to the Next 40 Class and Theory Classes.) **Avail. On DVD live approx.6 hours.
FAMILY II THE NEXT 40 CLASS – Learn how to use 40 additional remedies in the Advanced Kit. Ellen gives the
mental/emotional themes of these remedies plus practical uses for them. **Avail. On DVD live approx.6 hours.
HOMEOPATHIC CHILDREN “IMMUNIZATION” ALTERNATIVES –(HOMEOPATHIC PROPHYLAXIS) Learn about
the risks and consequences of vaccines and discover safe and effective homeopathic alternatives for protection from infectious
disease threats. Questions from you make each class unique. Live Discussion Only 3 hours.
HOMEOPATHY FOR PETS/ LIVESTOCK – Ellen has a whole line of remedies and kits for use for animals. Your pets and
livestock can have the ill effects of their vaccines antidoted, and can be given safe alternative homeopathic prophylaxis, they can
stay healthy and can have various problems solved with homeopathic remedies. **DVD coming soon Aug. 2014
COLLEGE CLASS – Certificate and diploma courses begin at intermediate level after watching the first 4 DVD’s or live classes.
Continue learning themes and uses of more remedies plus the principles necessary to understand potency, vital force, miasms, etc.
and how to take cases and make remedy selections. Case management and follow ups are available in live cases. Modern text
required.
DISEASE PREVENTION CLASS- Learn about how to fortify weak or damaged organs or functions, including your genetic
predisposition, using 1X tonics mixed with remedies as effective tools to build and fortify. Very empowering! Class 1 is learning
tonics by organ function. Class 2 is an additional learning of 42 unique remedies by their organ affinity. Both classes; Disease
Prevention 1 (Tonics) and Disease Prevention 2 (Remedies) **Avail. On DVD approx. 4 hours each.

MORE CLASSES AVAILABLE AS WELL AS CONSULT OPPORTUNITIES
P.O. Box 6, Stevensville, MT 59870
Phone: (406)-777-5875
© 1995 – 2011. Classical Homeopathic Counseling. All Rights Reserved.
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Client Referrals

Hello and welcome to the wonder of homeopathy!
Homeopathy is truly life changing. It has changed my life and I have 2
beautiful healthy daughters as proof!
I was diagnosed with endometriosis, cystic ovaries and infertility
before I saw a classical homeopath. I began my quest with study and
professional guidance in nutrition followed by consultation with every
alternative practitioner to whom I was referred.
It wasn’t until my peculiar 2-hour consultation with a classical
homeopathy that my “diseases” disappeared and my fertility was restored.
My daughters were soon born a mere 15 months apart. I have been both
intrigued and motivated to study and teach homeopathy ever since. I love
my work and would love to share with you some personal testimonials to
a variety of ailments I’ve addressed, including: ADD, Bi-Polar diagnoses,
depression, behavior disorders, allergies, tic fever, blood poisoning,
birthing trauma, rheumatoid arthritis, high cholesterol, high blood
pressure, hormonal issues from menopause to infertility, chronic fatigue,
pain from surgeries and burns, psoriasis, rage, rape, abuse, and the
behaviors and pathologies associated with these ailments.
My girls in their 18 years at home never had a cavity, never needed
an antibiotic, anti-histamine or an aspirin! We ate as good a quality of
food we could raise or afford and avoided most sugary foods.
Homeopathy is wonderful. I hope you benefit from one of the most
documented, scientifically-proven health sciences available today.
Shared in Sincerity,
Ellen Fowler Bench, D.Hom., H.M.C.
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July 11, 2016

Dearest Ellen,

Here some lines to provide feedback on the latest remedy (MAG.M/MAG 1 CMB)
that I used while traveling to Venezuela.
Long story short, I love it!!! I took it when I was feeling anxious/worried, specially
anticipating any reaction from my mom because I wanted to sleep over at my dad’s
or whatever. I didn’t react mentally or emotionally towards my mom’s actions, it
didn’t affect me if she was upset or not. I was able to keep my grounding, have
compassion towards her and do what I wanted to do. I honestly believe I haven’t
had that feeling of grounding and easy in my whole life, I always had so much fear,
anger and judgment. It has been liberating to observe but not react. AMAZING!
THANK YOU!

Also, I have noticed that Daniel and I reconnected during and still after the trip. I am
enjoying more his presence and sharing with him. When you asked me last session
how were things with my husband, I said like a rollercoaster up and down, which
has been the case, however, I was so focus on my mom stuff that I forgot to share a
few important facts.
The truth is that the relationship was more down than up, from my perspective I
saw: absence of help in the house, very minimum financial support and not justified
jealousy. All very irritating things because I felt I was doing it all AND getting a man
jealous for really no reason but his own insecurity, so that irritated me even more!
We came back and since we have been more connected I told him that we needed to
sit and lay out a household budget, that he needed to drastically increase his pay
check because a couple of hundred dollars per pay check wont do it. And we did!
Even better without fighting!! It may sound silly but you have no idea how much
tension the financial conversation has generated over the years between us.

Now, what I feel is pending is working on his jealousy, that needs immediate
attention, he checks my emails, my phone and throws tantrums without success
because of course there is nothing to be found. Sometimes I laugh and others it
pisses me off. I believe that if that energy is effectively used instead of wasted he
could be creating amazing things, don’t you think? Is there a remedy for that? Please
let me know your thoughts.
Much love and gratitude to you always,
Fe
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Toothpaste Testimonial
From:
a 133@vfemail.net)
Sent: Wed 6/18/14 9:54 PM
To: homeopathellen@hotmail.com
Hello,
Here is a testimony for Ellen's toothpaste. You can post it, but if you do, I ask you to keep my name/state anonymous. You can use
an alias name/state if you want to. Here it is:

I have been using Ellen's toothpaste for a number of weeks now and I absolutely love it! It tastes fantastic and I especially love
the fact that it doesn't contain anything known to be certainly or possibly harmful like with over 95% of the toothpastes on the
market. I trust Ellen 's expertise on health and am very glad to have not just any ordinary toothpaste that merely prevents dental
problems, but one that actively promotes good oral health due to the powerful homeopathic and non-homeopathic ingredients
that she uses.

Sincerely,

I of I

6/19/2014 I0:36AM

